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Abstract

Unsupervised optical flow estimation is especially hard
near occlusions and motion boundaries and in low-texture
regions. We show that additional information such as
semantics and domain knowledge can help better con-
strain this problem. We introduce SemARFlow, an un-
supervised optical flow network designed for autonomous
driving data that takes estimated semantic segmentation
masks as additional inputs. This additional information
is injected into the encoder and into a learned upsam-
pler that refines the flow output. In addition, a simple
yet effective semantic augmentation module provides self-
supervision when learning flow and its boundaries for ve-
hicles, poles, and sky. Together, these injections of se-
mantic information improve the KITTI-2015 optical flow
test error rate from 11.80% to 8.38%. We also show vis-
ible improvements around object boundaries as well as
a greater ability to generalize across datasets. Code is
available at https://github.com/duke-vision/
semantic-unsup-flow-release.

1. Introduction

Optical flow estimation, i.e., pixel-level motion tracking
across video frames, has broad applications in many com-
puter vision tasks that include object tracking [61], video
editing [14, 31], and autonomous driving [6, 58].

Thanks to the success of deep convolutional neural net-
works [34, 17, 36] and transformer networks [33, 69, 88, 28]
in computer vision, many top-performing supervised opti-
cal flow networks have been proposed in recent years [10,
65, 22, 68, 85], in which ground-truth labels supervise train-
ing. However, real optical flow is hard to label, so most
supervised methods train (or at least pre-train) on synthetic
datasets [10, 44, 4, 56] which makes them hard to adapt
to real applications due to the significant gap between syn-
thetic and real data [70, 29].

Due to label scarcity, unsupervised training of optical

Figure 1. An example on KITTI-2015 test set (sample #63). Only
one input frame is shown for conciseness. Our SemARFlow
takes additional semantic segmentation inputs (estimated by an
off-the-shelf model) and outputs much sharper flow around seman-
tic boundaries.

flow estimators [81] instead uses loss terms based on the
assumptions of constant brightness and smooth flow [45,
27, 42]. Some self-supervision techniques have also been
studied to enhance model performance [38, 39, 37]. Unsu-
pervised training makes it possible to train flow networks
directly on large real datasets from the target domain.

Even so, unsupervised optical flow estimation is a poorly
constrained problem. Brightness is not constant in re-
gions with occlusions [72] or on shiny surfaces [43], nor
is it smooth across motion boundaries [30, 82]. Moreover,
points in regions with poor texture content [59] or in dark
shadows [58] are difficult to track as they are easily con-
fused with neighboring points (the so-called aperture prob-
lem). This dearth of reliable constraints makes the unsuper-
vised training of flow networks especially challenging.

A natural way to address this issue is to inject additional
constraints in the form of semantics and domain knowledge.
For example, in autonomous driving applications [84, 6],
we have clear expectations about object types and layouts
of the scene, as well as prior knowledge of how each type
of object typically moves. We focus on this application do-
main and show that this additional information helps the
network achieve better flow results.

To make an autonomous driving system work well in
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reality, it is best to train it on real data. However, anno-
tating real driving video with optical flow labels is expen-
sive [83], as it requires careful synchronization and cali-
bration of diverse sensors including cameras, LiDAR, and
GPS/IMU [16], aided by some manual annotation and cura-
tion based on CAD models of moving objects [46].

In contrast, annotating semantic labels seems much more
feasible, and indeed semantic labels are available in most (if
not all) existing driving datasets. We consider semantic seg-
mentation because it provides semantics at the pixel level,
the same level as optical flow. As one of the most popular
and well-studied tasks in modern computer vision, semantic
segmentation [40, 47, 87] has been extensively adopted for
autonomous driving systems. In this paper, we show that
adding semantic segmentation inputs helps improve unsu-
pervised optical flow performance significantly.

Specifically, we first infer semantic segmentation maps
using an off-the-shelf model [89], which of course is trained
with semantic labels. An encoder with semantic map input
is used to aggregate image and semantic features (Sec. 3.1),
and a learned upsampler is added into the iterative decoder
to refine flow around object boundaries given semantic in-
puts (Sec. 3.2). We also propose a simple yet effective
semantic augmentation module for self-supervision, which
provides realistic augmentations specific to the vehicles,
poles, and sky classes based on domain knowledge and seg-
mentation maps (Sec. 3.3). An occluder cache is imple-
mented to improve efficiency (Sec. 3.4). Semantic augmen-
tation provides challenging samples for self-supervision,
which help train flow better in occluded regions and around
foreground object boundaries.

Overall, by injecting semantic segmentation inputs, our
SemARFlow network achieves significantly better unsuper-
vised flow results both quantitatively (Sec. 4.3) and qualita-
tively (Sec. 4.4). Adapted from ARFlow [37], SemARFlow
reduces KITTI-2015 [46] test error from 11.80% to 8.38%
and out-performs the current unsupervised state-of-the-art
UPFlow [42] (9.38%) by a clear margin. The example in
Fig. 1 also demonstrates visible improvements around ob-
ject boundaries. The effectiveness of each module is justi-
fied through an extensive ablation study (Sec. 4.5) and im-
provement analysis (Sec. 4.6). In addition to performance
boost, unsupervised flow networks with additional semantic
inputs generalize better across different datasets (Sec. 4.7).

Our research is essentially novel compared to previous
approaches. Some early work incorporates semantics in tra-
ditional energy-minimization methods [41, 18] for optical
flow through geometric constraints such as piece-wise rigid
motion and planar surface motion [57, 21, 1, 75]. In com-
parison, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
inject semantics into the unsupervised training of recent op-
tical flow networks. Some research also trains a network for
segmentation and optical flow jointly [9]. In contrast, we

leverage existing, separately trained segmentation systems
both because they are available and because modularity—
separating segmentation from flow estimation—is impor-
tant for the development of large real-application systems
such as autonomous driving.

In summary, our contributions are as follows.

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to ex-
plore adding semantic inputs to assist the unsupervised
training of deep optical flow networks.

• We propose a simple yet effective network called Se-
mARFlow that achieves state-of-the-art results both
quantitatively and qualitatively. Our model works well
on real-life occlusions and yields sharp motion bound-
aries around objects.

• We provide full training and inference code as well as
trained models to encourage follow-up research.

2. Related work
Supervised optical flow Since the introduction of the pi-
oneering deep optical flow network FlowNet [10], more
and more top-performing CNN-based flow estimators have
been proposed over the years [23, 49, 65, 20, 22, 68]. Re-
cently, vision transformer networks and attention mecha-
nism have also been applied to this problem, and these
have achieved state-of-the-art performance on benchmark
datasets [76, 26, 85, 64, 77]. The supervised methods are
often pre-trained on large synthetic datasets such as Fly-
ingChairs [10] and FlyingThings3D [44] before fine-tuning
on the target dataset. However, there is a clear gap between
the artificially generated data and real scenarios.

Unsupervised optical flow Due to the lack of ground-
truth labels, unsupervised optical flow estimation uses sur-
rogate losses such as photometric loss and smoothness loss
to supervise training [81, 55]. To tackle the issues around
occlusion regions, various methods have been proposed in-
cluding estimated occlusion masks [72], forward-backward
consistency [45], and multi-frame fusion [25, 53]. To better
upsample the flow in the decoder, UPFlow [42] addition-
ally predicts a confidence map and an interpolation flow to
guide flow refinement and has become the state-of-the-art
unsupervised flow method.

Some latest research has also explored the use of self-
supervision to enhance flow prediction. Early methods ap-
ply the knowledge distillation technique to train a two-stage
teacher-student network [38, 39]. ARFlow [37] further im-
proves this idea by generating reliable self-supervision sig-
nals from data transformations, while merging the two train-
ing stages into single-stage training with one added loss
term. SimFlow [24] replaces the handcrafted features with
deep self-supervised features to measure similarity in the



unsupervised losses. SMURF [63] utilizes a RAFT-like
structure [68] and applies multi-frame self-supervised train-
ing with many technical improvements. Our SemARFlow
also uses self-supervision but with the guidance of semantic
segmentation, which is much more realistic than guidance
without semantics.

Semantic segmentation Semantic segmentation classi-
fies each pixel of the given image into semantic objects.
Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [40] is one of the
early CNN-based segmentation methods. It takes inputs
of arbitrary sizes and outputs dense pixel-level predictions,
becoming one of the popular backbone architectures for
follow-up work. Deconvolution network [47] is also pro-
posed to better recover low-level details of the prediction.
One main challenge for these systems is that they lack
global scene information. Subsequent work addresses this
issue by enlarging the receptive field of the network with
global pyramid pooling layers as in PSPNet [86], hybrid
dilated convolutions [71], and a fast-down-sampling strat-
egy [80, 79]. Attention modules have also shown to help in
semantic segmentation by capturing full-image dependen-
cies of all pixels [19, 87] or the semantic inter-dependencies
across spatial and channel dimensions [12].

There also exists extensive work on semantic segmenta-
tion in the context of autonomous driving [2, 67, 13, 5, 89],
thanks to the publication of large-scale driving datasets [8,
46]. To better train the network on a coarsely labeled dataset
like KITTI [46], Zhu et al. use a video prediction network
SDCNet [52] to synthesize new training samples with re-
laxed label propagation [89]. Due to their good perfor-
mance on KITTI [46], we utilize their network models to
infer semantic inputs for all our experiments.

Combining semantics and optical flow Though there
has been much progress on both semantic segmentation and
optical flow estimation, the semantic optical flow problem
(how to exploit semantics to help optical flow estimation)
has received limited attention in recent years, and the cur-
rent best results are thus much outdated. Some early meth-
ods incorporate semantics through geometric constraints
to refine flow on various semantic regions, such as pla-
nar regions (using homographies) [57], static regions (us-
ing rigid camera motion and epipolar constraints) [21, 75],
and rigid objects (estimating rigid motion for each object
instance) [1]. However, most methods are traditional flow
methods based on energy minimization, where an initial
flow estimate is usually needed and semantics is mostly
used for refinement. In comparison, we explore adapting
latest unsupervised optical flow networks to leverage se-
mantic inputs in one single stage of estimation.

Apart from using semantics to help flow, some re-
search has also explored using optical flow to help seman-

tic segmentation [51, 35], or to train both tasks jointly [9].
There are also studies on exploiting semantics on some
other correspondence matching tasks such as stereo match-
ing [74, 78] and 3D scene flow estimation, where some ad-
ditional depth cues such as stereo camera inputs [54, 11] or
point clouds [60] are needed.

3. Method
Our network is adapted from the two-frame version of

ARFlow [37], which uses a light-weight PWCNet [65]
as its backbone. The inputs are two consecutive frames
I1, I2 ∈ RH×W×3 as well as their semantic segmentation
maps S1, S2 ∈ {0, 1, · · · , c}H×W , where the number of
classes c is 19 as we use the Cityscapes format [8]. A de-
tailed diagram of the structure of our network can be found
in the Appendix.

3.1. Semantic encoder

We first inject semantic information into the encoder. As
shown in Fig. 2(a), shared by each frame i ∈ {1, 2}, sep-
arate convolutional layers extract features from image Ii
and semantics Si (one-hot encoded). Features from the two
pipelines are concatenated and fed to additional layers. Fea-
tures at different resolutions (H/2l,W/2l) form a pyramid
{f (l)

i | 2 ≤ l ≤ 6}. The semantic information in these
features helps delineate objects in dark shadows, where ap-
pearance is more homogeneous.

3.2. Iterative decoder with a learned upsampler

Following [22, 37], an iterative residual refinement de-
coder starts from zero estimate F

(7)
1→2 = 0. For iteration

l ∈ {6, 5, 4, 3, 2}), the decoder refines feature map F
(l+1)
1→2

into F
(l)
1→2 based on features f (l)

1 , f
(l)
2 (Fig. 2(b)).

More specifically, F (l+1)
1→2 is upsampled to match the res-

olution and used to warp f
(l)
2 to yield warped feature f̂

(l)
1 .

Correlation volumes are computed between f
(l)
1 and f̂

(l)
1 . A

one-by-one convolutional layer C(l) compresses the num-
ber of channels to a fixed number so that the same layer
can be reused across all iterations as proposed by [22]. A
flow estimator network predicts a flow residual to be added
to the current estimate, and a context network then aggre-
gates flow information spatially and refines the current flow
again.

A learned upsampler network upsamples the final output
F

(2)
1→2 in our system. This is different from ARFlow [37],

which simply uses four-fold bilinear interpolation, making
the final flow boundaries blurry. In contrast, our model
learns to sharpen flow boundaries based on the semantic in-
puts, which have clear boundaries around moving objects.
To this end, we add a convex upsampler network similar
to the one in RAFT [68]. Different from UPFlow [42],
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Figure 2. Network structure. See text in Sec. 3.1 and Sec. 3.2 for explanations. More detailed diagrams are in appendix.
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Figure 3. Illustration of semantic augmentation as self-supervision. See text in Sec. 3.3 for details.

our learned upsampler is only used to upsample from in-
ternal estimate F (l)

1→2 to output flow U
(l)
1→2, but not when we

upsample F
(l+1)
1→2 at the first step in the decoder iteration.

The upsampled U
(l)
1→2 has resolution (H/2l−2,W/2l−2), so

U1→2 = U
(2)
1→2 (with the original resolution) is the final flow

prediction of the network.

3.3. Semantic augmentation as self-supervision

ARFlow has a very effective in-network augmentation
module that samples random transformations Tθ1 , Tθ2 of
the flow prediction U1→2 in the first pass of the network
and then uses the transformed images Î1 = Tθ1(I1), Î2 =
Tθ2(I2) in a second pass. The prediction U1→2 is also trans-
formed accordingly and used to self-supervise the output of
the second pass. See [37] for details.

We retain the augmentation module but make a third pass
of the network using semantics-transformed inputs for self-
supervision in addition to the ARFlow augmentations of ap-

pearance (e.g., color jitter, random noise) and spatial trans-
formations (e.g., random rotation, random rescaling). The
idea behind semantic augmentation is to blend in real object
motions across samples.

To this end (see Fig. 3), we carve objects from other
samples based on their semantic maps and paste them as
moving foreground objects into the current sample I1, I2,
thereby producing augmented images Ĩ1, Ĩ2. The segmen-
tation maps S1, S2 and the first pass output flow U1→2

are transformed accordingly, and the transformed Ũ1→2

self-supervises the third-pass network outputs Ũ ′
1→2 =

F(Ĩ1, Ĩ2, S̃1, S̃2), where F is the flow network.
Similar to occlusion hallucination in SelFlow [39], our

semantic augmentation also creates new occlusions and
uses the reliable non-occluded flow from the first pass to
self-supervise the flow on those newly occluded pixels.
However, rather than superpixels filled with noise, we create
occlusions with real objects, which are much more realistic.

Moreover, since we determine the motion of each oc-



cluder, we can use its known optical flow for motion self-
supervision. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the occluder motion
can be very different from that of the background. This
trains the model to assume less smoothness around highly-
dynamic objects and to output sharper motion estimates
near motion boundaries. These hallucinated but realistic
occluders also provide more examples of actively moving
objects, which are relatively scarce in the original datasets.

Vehicles We augment vehicle classes (car, truck, bus,
train) as they are major sources of errors in previous models
(see Tab. 5 for statistics). We group these four classes be-
cause they are easily confused with each other in the seman-
tic input. To carve out a single car instance with high prob-
ability, we find connected components of vehicle segmen-
tation regions using OpenCV [3] and accept masks whose
bounding boxes are 50-300 pixels wide and 50-150 pixels
high. We also drop masks that occupy less than 60% area of
their bounding boxes to remove largely occluded vehicles.

Poles We augment pole classes (pole, traffic light, traffic
sign) not only because they are common foreground objects
that cause occlusions, but also because their motions are
usually poorly estimated due to their thin shapes. We use
a 200-pixel wide, image-height sliding window to scan the
segmentation of these pole classes and find the window with
the most pole pixels. If more than 10% pole pixels occur
in it, that object mask is stored. This produces groups of
nearby poles rather than just individual poles, which may
not provide enough augmentation by themselves.

Sky We also augment the sky through prior knowledge
that flow in the sky should be very small. We shrink the sky
flow estimate by half before using it for self-supervision.
As shown in Fig. 3, the middle tree part in U1→2 is very
blurry, with a large part of sky mixed in there. After shrink-
ing sky flow by half, the tree in Ũ1→2 now has sharper flow
around the boundary between tree and sky. Using this as
self-supervision helps the model sharpen the motion bound-
aries between sky and other regions.

Another way to apply this prior knowledge is to post-
process, i.e., shrink the final output flow in the sky region,
instead of using the shrunk flow to self-supervise. How-
ever, the latter approach is preferable because it allows the
network to balance prior knowledge (self-supervision) with
the current sample observation (photometric loss). Our ex-
periments do show cases where some small objects (such
as some overhead electric power lines) are misclassified as
part of the sky in the semantic input. In these cases, the
network learns to rely less on prior knowledge.

3.4. Occluder cache

During training, we maintain a cache of occluding ob-
jects for semantic augmentation. We sample objects from
the cache to augment the current batch and then push any
new objects found in the batch into the cache, with random
replacement if the cache is full.

Specifically, after we load a sample for training, we first
use the current model to infer its optical flow and then
search within the sample for any cars (or poles) that meet
the standards defined in Sec. 3.3 as “cutouts”. For each
cutout, we first find the flow vectors on all pixels that be-
long to that cutout and then compute the mean flow for later
reference. We store the current sample, the cutout mask,
and the mean flow together in the cache.

Later on, when we randomly select a cutout to augment
another sample, we also retrieve the stored mean flow of
this cutout, which is then augmented by random rescaling
(by 0.8-1.5 times) and reversing (with 50% probability). We
use the augmented mean flow to translate the entire cutout
object as an occluder to generate a new sample. For realism,
occluders are pasted to the same location they occupied in
their image of origin. Holding occluders in a cache provides
a random mixture of samples across multiple batches and
makes semantic augmentation very efficient.

3.5. Loss functions

Photometric loss In the first pass, forward and backward
flow U

(l)
1→2, U

(l)
2→1 at each level are predicted and occlusion

masks O
(l)
1→2, O

(l)
2→1 are computed by forward-backward

consistency [45]. Frames are warped by

I
′(l)
i (p) = I

(l)
j (p+ U

(l)
i→j(p)), (i, j ∈ {1, 2})

where I
(l)
i is Ii down-sampled to the l-th scale, and p

denotes pixel coordinates at that scale. Following [37],
three measures, namely L1-distance (ρ1), structural similar-
ity (SSIM) [73] (ρ2), and census loss [45] (ρ3) are linearly
combined to measure photometric differences between I

(l)
i

and I
′(l)
i . Occlusion regions are masked out and both for-

ward and backward directions are taken into account at each
level. The final photometric loss is

ℓph =
1

2

∑
(i,j)∈{(1,2),(2,1)}

6∑
l=2

al

3∑
k=1

ckρk(I
(l)
i , I

′(l)
i , O

(l)
i→j).

(1)

Smoothness loss Unlike most previous work, we do not
include a smoothness loss because we find it to conflict with
our learned upsampler. See ablation study in Sec. 4.5.

Augmentation loss As in ARFlow [37], our second for-
ward pass computes the L1-distance between the trans-



Method
Train Test

2012 2015 2012 2015
EPE EPE Fl-noc EPE Fl-all Fl-noc Fl-bg Fl-fg

su
pe

rv
is

ed PWC-Net+ [66] - (1.50) 3.36 1.4 7.72 4.91 7.69 7.88
IRR-PWC [22] - (1.63) 3.21 1.6 7.65 4.86 7.68 7.52
RAFT [68] - (0.63) - - 5.10 3.07 4.74 6.87
Separable Flow [85] - (0.69) - - 4.53 2.78 4.25 5.92

un
su

pe
rv

is
ed

SelFlow [39] 1.69 4.84 4.31 2.2 14.19 9.65 12.68 21.74
SimFlow [24] - 5.19 - - 13.38 8.21 12.60 17.27
ARFlow [37] 1.44 2.85 - 1.8 11.80 - - -
UFlow [27] 1.68 2.71 4.26 1.9 11.13 8.41 9.78 17.87
UPFlow [42] 1.27 2.45 - 1.4 9.38 - - -
Ours (baseline) 1.39 2.61 4.30 1.7 9.89 6.98 8.82 15.21
Ours (+enc)† 1.29 2.42 3.97 1.5 8.99 3.97 8.19 13.01
Ours (+enc +aug)† 1.28 2.18 3.90 1.5 8.38 3.90 7.48 12.91

Table 1. KITTI benchmark results (EPE/px and Fl/%). Metrics evaluated at ‘all’ (all pixels, default for EPE), ‘noc’ (non-occlusions), ‘bg’
(background), and ‘fg’ (foreground). Key metrics (used in official ranking) are underlined. Our ‘baseline’ is an adapted ARFlow with
added learned upsampler and no smoothness loss. ‘+enc‘ means adding semantic encoder; ‘+aug’ means adding semantic augmentation.
‘()’ means evaluation data used in training. ‘-’ means unavailable. † denotes models with semantic inputs. For all metrics, lower is better.

formed flow Û1→2 and the second pass output Û ′
1→2 =

F(Î1, Î2, Ŝ1, Ŝ2) for each pixel p as

D̂(p) = ∥Û1→2(p)− Û ′
1→2(p)∥1.

This loss is then averaged over the transformed non-
occluded region where self-supervision Û1→2 is accurate

ℓar =

∑
p(1− Ô1→2(p))D̂(p)∑

p(1− Ô1→2(p))
. (2)

For semantic augmentation (third pass), since we are also
doing self-supervision with a new generated sample, we use
a similar loss definition

ℓaug =

∑
p(1− Õ1→2(p))D̃(p)∑

p(1− Õ1→2(p))
, (3)

where D̃(p) is the distance between the semantic-
augmented flow Ũ1→2 and the third-pass output Ũ ′

1→2

D̃(p) = ∥Ũ1→2(p)− Ũ ′
1→2(p)∥1,

and the augmented mask Õ1→2 is now computed by

Õ1→2 = 1−max(1−O1→2,M)

because we penalize on both the originally non-occluded
region 1−O1→2 and the pasted foreground object mask M
(of which we know the true motion).

Final loss (with λ = 0.02 as in ARFlow [37]):

ℓ = ℓph + λ(ℓar + ℓaug) . (4)

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

We mainly use KITTI [15, 46] and Cityscapes [8]
datasests for experiments. Following [37], we train our
model first on KITTI raw sequences [46] (55.7k sam-
ples) and then fine-tune on KITTI-2015 multi-view exten-
sion [46] (11.8k samples). We validate our model using
KITTI-2015 train [46] (200 samples) and KITTI-2012 train
set [15] (194 samples) since they are the only sets that
have optical flow labels. We also train on Cityscapes [8]
sequences (83.3k samples) to test model generalization
ability, and we sample every other frame to match its
frame rate with KITTI. All semantic segmentation in-
puts are estimated using an off-the-shelf model [89] with
a DeepLabV3Plus [7] backbone, which achieves 83.45%
mean IoU on Cityscapes and 72.82% mean IoU on KITTI.

4.2. Implementation details

We implement the model in PyTorch [48] 1. We use the
Adam optimizer [32] with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and batch
size 4. We first train on KITTI raw sequences [46] for 100k
iterations with a fixed learning rate 0.0002 and then train on
KITTI multi-view extension set [15, 46] for another 100k
iterations using OneCycleLR schedule [62] with maximum
learning rate 0.0004 and linear annealing.

For data augmentation, we include random horizontal
flipping and swapping of the input frames. We resize the
inputs to 256 × 832 before feeding into the network. The
photometric loss weight for each scale al (2 ≤ l ≤ 6) in

1Code and instructions are available at https://github.com/
duke-vision/semantic-unsup-flow-release.

https://github.com/duke-vision/semantic-unsup-flow-release
https://github.com/duke-vision/semantic-unsup-flow-release


Method Fl-all Fl-noc Fl-bg Fl-fg
JFS [21] 17.07 9.81 15.9 22.92
SOF [57] 16.81 10.86 14.63 27.73
MRFlow [75] 12.19 8.86 10.13 22.52
Bai et al. [1] 11.62 8.75 8.61 26.69
Ours (final) 8.38 3.90 7.48 12.91

Table 2. KITTI-2015 test results (Fl/%) compared with other se-
mantic optical flow methods. Metrics evaluated at ‘all’ (all pixels),
‘noc’ (non-occlusions), ‘bg’ (background), and ‘fg’ (foreground).

Eq. (1) are set as 1, 1, 1, 1, 0. The weights for three pho-
tometric distance measures ρk (1 ≤ k ≤ 3) in Eq. (1) are
set as 0.15, 0.85, 0 for the first 50k iterations and 0, 0, 1
afterwards. We start the appearance and spatial augmenta-
tion (second pass as in ARFlow [37]) at 50k iterations, and
semantic augmentation (third pass) after 150k iterations.

4.3. Benchmark testing results

As common practice, we evaluate optical flow predic-
tions based on two error measurements, Fl (error rate) and
EPE (mean L2 distance). When computing Fl, the estimate
of each pixel is considered correct if the error is smaller than
3 pixels or 5% of the magnitude of ground-truth flow [46].

As shown in Tab. 1, our semantic modules (both se-
mantic encoder and semantic augmentation) improve per-
formance on both KITTI-2012 and KITTI-2015 sets on all
metrics. Our final model achieves 8.38% Fl-all error rate
on KITTI-2015 test set, which is significantly better than
ARFlow [37] (11.80%), from which we adapt. We also out-
perform the current state-of-the-art UPFlow [42] (9.38%)
by a clear margin. All these results strongly suggest that
adding semantic inputs can help improve unsupervised flow
estimation significantly.

In addition, Tab. 2 shows that our test results signifi-
cantly outperform all previous semantic optical flow meth-
ods, most of which are based on traditional energy mini-
mization. We are the first to apply semantic inputs to re-
cent unsupervised flow networks, so we are able to push the
state-of-the-art by a clear margin.

4.4. Qualitative results

Some qualitative results are shown in Fig. 4. We can see
that our flow outputs have very sharp boundaries and very
clean object motion, especially around cars and poles. Our
model successfully learns to adapt flow estimation to the
semantic map input. Moreover, our model is able to handle
very challenging samples where the foreground car motion
is drastically different from the background due to the chal-
lenging samples we create in semantic augmentation.

up no sm enc aug Fl-all EPE-all EPE-noc EPE-occ
10.36 2.90 2.07 6.97

1 9.92 2.69 1.89 6.57
2 9.83 2.65 1.86 6.40
3 9.75 2.61 1.85 6.54
4 9.75 2.64 1.85 6.55

✓ 10.22 2.83 1.97 6.75
✓ ✓ 8.87 2.61 1.85 6.04
✓ ✓ 3 8.26 2.42 1.73 5.79
✓ ✓ ✓ 8.80 2.48 1.60 6.64
✓ ✓ 3 ✓ 7.79 2.18 1.40 5.64

Table 3. Ablation study on KITTI-2015 train set (EPE/px and
Fl/%). ‘up’ means the learned upsampler; ‘no sm’ means turn-
ing off smoothness loss; ‘enc’ means the level at which we merge
semantic features and image features in the encoder; ‘aug’ means
semantic augmentation.

Options of aug Fl-all EPE-all EPE-noc EPE-occ
Ours (final) 7.79 2.18 1.40 5.64
start from 100k 7.92 2.19 1.40 5.41
vehicles only 7.94 2.21 1.44 5.78
loss on new occ 8.15 2.27 1.42 5.62

Table 4. Ablation study of different semantic augmentation options
on KITTI-2015 train (EPE/px and Fl/%). See text for explanations.

4.5. Ablation study

We also do ablation study to show the effectiveness of
each of our proposed modules. We can see in Tab. 3 that
adding a semantic encoder to the vanilla ARFlow does help,
and the optimal number of encoder layer groups added is 3.
Also, our learned upsampler improves results significantly
once we turn off the smoothness loss. This makes sense be-
cause the upsampler learns to adapt to boundaries, which
can be distracted by the smoothness loss. Moreover, both
our semantic encoder and semantic augmentation module
help improve the results further, which suggests the effec-
tiveness of adding semantic inputs.

Another ablation study is on different options for the se-
mantic augmentation (Tab. 4). We try starting augmentation
earlier from 100k iterations, which works slightly worse.
There are mainly two reasons: (1) we use the first forward
output to self-supervise our augmented output, so if we start
early, the model will use poor output to self-supervise the
augmented pass; and (2) our semantic augmentation creates
very challenging samples with objects moving very differ-
ently from the background, so exposing these hard samples
to the model too early may make it hard to train. Apart from
this, we also try only using vehicles to augment as well as
focusing loss on the newly occluded region, which are both
inferior to our final version.



ARFlow UPFlow OursImage Input Semantics Input
Figure 4. Qualitative results on KITTI test set (sample #7, 20, 38, 112, 183) compared with ARFlow [37] and UPFlow [42]. We only show
first frame input for conciseness. Our outputs have much clearer boundaries around objects. For more qualitative examples, see Appendix.

road car terrain vegetation sidewalk building wall pole
Proportion 42.4% 17.6% 14.0% 11.6% 6.2% 4.1% 1.3% 1.1%

ARFlow [37] 4.57 15.79 9.42 15.34 4.61 6.00 16.34 10.75
Ours (final) 3.67 10.17 8.74 13.47 3.09 4.27 11.18 9.44

Relative improvement 19.6% 35.6% 7.3% 12.2% 33.0% 28.7% 31.6% 12.2%
Reweighed contribution 19.0% 49.4% 4.8% 10.9% 4.7% 3.5% 3.4% 0.7%

Table 5. KITTI-2015 flow error (Fl-all/%) for each semantic class. The first row shows the proportion of each class among evaluated pixels
(KITTI flow does not evaluate on every pixel). We only show classes that account for at least 1% of the evaluated pixels.

4.6. Improvement analysis

It may be interesting to understand where our improve-
ments come from in terms of semantic classes, so we com-
pute the KITTI-2015 train set error for each class. As shown
in Tab. 5, our model improves the flow on every class. After
reweighing the absolute improvement of each class based
on their proportion in the evaluated pixels, we find that car
flow accounts for nearly half of our improvement on Fl-all,
indicating the effectiveness of augmenting vehicle objects.

4.7. Generalization ability

We also investigate the generalization ability of our
semantic-aided flow models. We train flow models on
Cityscapes and directly test them on KITTI-2015 train set
without fine-tuning. Following [50], we crop the bottom
25% of the frame to remove the car logo and resize the
frame to size 256 × 704. All other experiment settings are
exactly the same as for KITTI. As we can see from Tab. 6,
adding semantic inputs significantly helps our unsupervised
flow model generalize and adapt better across datasets.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we show that adding semantic segmenta-

tion inputs can help significantly improve the performance

Method Fl-all EPE-all EPE-noc EPE-occ
ARFlow (our impl.) 13.21 4.08 2.88 9.40
Ours (baseline) 12.27 3.81 2.43 9.91
Ours (+enc)† 11.28 3.33 2.12 8.75
Ours (+enc +aug)† 10.32 2.64 1.56 7.12

Table 6. Generalization results (train on Cityscapes, and test on
KITTI-2015 train). We use our implementation of ARFlow [37]
to run this experiment. Our ‘baseline’ is an adapted ARFlow with
added learned upsampler and no smoothness loss. ‘+enc‘ means
adding semantic encoder; ‘+aug’ means adding semantic augmen-
tation. † denotes models with semantic inputs.

of unsupervised optical flow networks on autonomous driv-
ing datasets. We propose a novel network model called
SemARFlow, a semantic adaptation of ARFlow [37], with
a semantic encoder, a learned upsampler, and a semantic
augmentation module, where some domain-specific motion
prior has been taken into account. Our network better pre-
dicts flow at occlusion regions and effectively sharpens flow
estimates around object boundaries, even for very challeng-
ing samples. The additional semantic inputs also make our
network generalize better across datasets.

One direction for future work is motivated by the exam-
ple illustrated in Fig. 5. Our model does output sharp flow



Figure 5. An example on KITTI-2015 train set (sample #164). See
the discussion in Sec. 5 for details.

boundaries between the cars and the background, thanks to
good boundary information from the semantic maps. How-
ever, the boundary between these two fast-moving cars is
inferred from image information only, because their seman-
tic maps merge into one. As a result, that part of the flow
boundary is less accurate. An interesting direction for future
work is to use instance-level semantics as input for more de-
tailed object masks.
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